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Introduction 

In my day job I was responsible for ordering my 
folks to take risks; sometimes we risked our 
lives. It’s just what we do…and we were OK 
with that. It was our duty, our responsibility, 
our privilege. But we took risks that we had 
trained for and we had mitigated. 

As “preppers” we must also understand threats 
& risks, how to rate them with a valid and reliable system, and then how to mitigate those 
threats and risks so they don’t destroy our family or group. I will do all of that in this article. 

Now, WARNING!…if you like fluffy prepper articles this is NOT for you. This article will requiring 
thinking and learning. It will require effort. So, if you are a fair-weather prepper giving lip-
service emergency preparedness, if it is simply a hobby, then move on to another website and 
another article on how to build a shelter from oak leaves and tins cans. 

However, if you put in the time and you are willing to learn…you might just learn stuff that 
could one day save your life…or that of your family. 

Moving on… 

As firefighters we take the most risk by being 
unhealthy and driving our fire trucks. Yeah, 
movies and TV shows would like you to think 
the greatest risk is running into some burning 
building, flames licking at our heels, roofs 
crashing in and the like. But that is TV and 
movie stuff; our greatest risks are vehicular 
accidents and not staying in-shape and being 
healthy. When I moved into the wildland 
firefighting side of things the chance/risk of 
being in a “burnover” did go up significantly 
but has not replaced health and traffic accidents as the primary risks. 

So what does this have to do with “prepping” and “grid-down?” 
Everything! Yes, I will explain but I had to set the stage and get 
your attention first. 

So what are some of the ways that you might get sick, hurt, or 
dead when the grid goes down or when a more mundane disaster 
or emergency hits: 
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1. Violence 
2. Lack of medicine or medical care 
3. Poor communications 
4. No organization or plan 
5. Dehydration 
6. Exposure 
7. Starving 

So, now that you have a general list what do you do? I say you start to narrow down more 
specifically what exact events might take place to cause those things to happen. 

Why do this? So you can take steps to reduce their impact. Why reduce their impact? So you 
and your family don’t get sick, injured, or die. 

If you’ve been reading my website articles for any length of time you know I like proven and 
reliable “systems” to guide me in my prepping. Systems greatly reduce mistakes when 
implemented correctly. And they do so partly by diminishing the impact of bias and opinion. 
Both bias and opinion can harm preparedness in terms of effectiveness when it comes to 
spending, planning, and plan implementation. 

I’ve already shared how to set priorities and make effective and consistently high-quality 
decisions in the preparedness world. That system is called L.I.P.S. and you should take a 
moment to read about it if you haven’t already. 

OK, I listed above some of the ways you can 
become a casualty. And that list comes from 
events; some are disasters, some are 
emergencies, and my personal favorite…“grid-
down.” But all of those terms describe a broad 
category of events and we want to talk about 
specifics in that regards. Doing so will then make 
it very clear where we want to direct our 
preparedness efforts and money. The specific 
events fall into a general systematic definition 
called “risk.” Each potential event is a risk to our 

health and safety, and that of our families. 

There are two aspects of risk that we are concerned about; 1) probability, 
2) severity. 

Probability simply means, how likely the event is to occur. And in the 
prepper world I extend that to, and in what time-frame relative to now. So I have defined 
probability as How likely is the event to occur and how soon. 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/incidents.png
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The other aspect of risk is severity. Severity is defined as If the event does occur, how bad the 
outcome will be. 

Combined as a complete definition it reads… 

“How likely will the event occur from now and how severe will the outcome be?” 

Yes, there is a whole lot of “judgement” that can take place when working with that definition. 
But not to worry, I will give some guidance on how to reduce “guestimates” and deal more with 
sound judgement. 

Now that we have identified the two main players in “event risk” and the 
yardstick to judge the probability and severity, we can discuss how to increase 
our chances of surviving the identified event with its associated risks. And it is 
actually very simple two-step process; 1) reduce the probability that the event 
will occur, 2) reduce the severity of impact. That process is called “risk 
mitigation.” And the process is best described by example: 

In the early 1960’s safety experts became very concerned about 
vehicular accidents and the growing fatality and injury rates. So they 
embarked on reducing both; and they did so by looking at how people 
were getting injured and being killed. Then they began to look at ways 
to reduce the probability of vehicle accidents and reduce the severity of 
accidents should they occur. By using the two-prong approach they 
knew that should they be successful, fewer people would die and/or be 
injured. 

Probability that a vehicle accident would occur – How did they approach this aspect over the 
last 60 years? 

1. Increasing the driving age. 
2. Requiring driver training for new drivers. 
3. Adding side mirrors. 
4. Improving roads, signage and traffic lights. 
5. Back-up warning. 
6. Lane encroachment warning. 
7. Auto-braking. 

Severity should a vehicle accident occur – How did they approach this aspect over the last 60 
years? 

1. Seat belts. 
2. Shoulder belts. 
3. Nader Pins in car door frames. 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/riskmanagmentmitigate.jpg
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4. Crumple zones. 
5. Air bags in the dashboard. 
6. Side air bags. 

Each step they took reduced the probability that a vehicle accident would occur, and/or if one 
did occur, the severity of the accident to those inside the vehicle would be reduced. I am sure 
you could apply that same thought process to any number of aspects of life, including your 
working environment.  

How does this system apply to prepping? Exactly the same way! 

Let’s do an example to test that statement. Many, if not all disasters, 
would present the risk of lack of water supply. So the identified risk is 
“water supply.” How probable is a safe and stable water supply 
affected by any given emergency, disaster or grid-down event? I can 
tell you this, any grid-down will stop any municipal water supply pretty 

quickly; same goes for most disasters. And try buying bottled water even during an emergency 
event. So the probability of lack of water supply is almost assured. 

So, how do you reduce the probability that you would run out of water for your family? 

1. Water storage. 
2. Water filtration/purification capabilities. 
3. Identifying a close-by water source (stream, lake, river, run-off pond, etc.). 
4. Drill a well or install a large capacity storage tank. 

So by identifying ways to mitigate the probability that your family will suffer from lack of water 
supply you are coming up with solutions to a problem. But what about the severity aspect of no 
supply of safe drinking water? 

If you think about it, it becomes pretty plain. No water supply means dehydration. Dehydration 
leads to incapacitation…and death comes pretty quickly thereafter. 

But now that you have identified the probability of it occurring and the severity if it occurs you 
are in a better position to make decisions on time, effort, and budget considerations when 
dealing with preparedness priorities. Water supply would be a pretty high priority. 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/water-girldrinking2.jpg
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So for an exercise to better show how this would work let me introduce the Threat Matrix – 

 

Without getting into any formal definitions, take our list of threats that I discussed earlier and 
rate them according to the scale of 1 – 10 for probability and severity on the chart above as it 
relates to you and your family as of right now. And this will be for any emergency, disaster or 
“grid-down” event you can think of. Or you can combine those three event possibilities 
together. Don’t worry about the exact definitions of the terms Probability and Severity. Just 
make your best guess. We will go over the terms in more detail later.  

The threat list items for this discussion are: 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-blank.png
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This is my rating for events and associated risks that I think would occur and how they would 
affect my family right now. 

 

So the “matrix would now look like this – 
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So, taking a look at the chart, ask yourself, “Based on the level of concern on the chart, what 
should we work on first?” Well, it becomes clear for me what my primary risks are – 

1. Violence 
2. Lack of medicine or medical care 
3. Water supply 
4. Food supply 
5. Exposure 

So I identified the risks and set them in priority, it is up to me to then define 
how to mitigate those risks. For me it would be pretty obvious that 
mitigating the “violence” risk would be my #1 priority right now. And how do 
I do that? 

1. Learn about Situational Awareness (SA). 
2. Identify specific violent risks/threats through SA. 
3. Have a weapon for each member of the family and ensures they are well trained in its 

use. 
4. Keep a low profile, not drawing attention to the family or house during an incident. 
5. Leave the area if needed. 
6. Don’t tell anyone about our preparedness capability - OpSec. 

I hope that this makes sense to you. My goal is to give you a clear way to identify the risks you 
and your family have as you prepare for emergencies, disasters and grid-down. This system, 
when properly applied, will give you a way to competently identify risks/threats and then 
design a plan to reduce the risk. And reducing those risks is a matter of reducing the probability 
that it will occur and reducing the severity of the effects on your family should it occur. 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/riskmanagmentmitigate2.jpg
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Part #2 

There will be threats and risks to you and your 
family during any emergency, disaster or “grid-
down” event. This is Part #2 designed to help you 
systematically identify those threats and risks, 
then rate them according to the potential affect 
they can have on your family. Once that is 
established it makes it clear what your 

preparedness priorities are (or should be) and how to make your plan. 

Previously I introduced the Threat Matrix and ran through a brief exercise on how to use it. The 
value in such a valid and reliable systematic approach to defining and identifying threat 
potential is without equal. If you don’t know and understand the threats you will face, how do 
you ever expect to properly prepare for them?  

Here is the Threat Matrix that I introduced previously – 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/griddownchaos4.jpg
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In the previous exercise I asked you to just guess when rating the “Probability” and “Severity” aspects of the chart. Now I will give 
you some concrete definitions to go by. You can use mine or use them to give you ideas on developing your own definitions. Either 
way, once you are done, you will have a valid, reliable, and consistent approach to defining risks and threats. 

 

This chart gives you clear guidance on how to define the “Probability” rating and what the “Timeframe” outlook will be. This will give 
you consistency when rating threats and risks to future events. 

 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-probabilityrating.png
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The next chart gives you clear definitions of the potential “Severity” or impact of the event –

 

The above chart gives you clear guidance on how to define the “Severity” rating. This will give 
you consistency when rating the severity of impact of threats and risks to future events. 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-severityrating.png
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The next chart gives you guidance on step #1, listing and rating each threat or risk that you perceive you are facing – 

Here is an example – 

 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-worksheet.png
https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-worksheetexample.png
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Here is your homework assignment, list each threat and risk that you feel you, your family, your 
group or community will face during emergencies, disasters 
or “grid-down” events.  

Then rate each item for probability and severity. Add the 
two numbers together and divide by 2 for the “Final Rating” 
in the worksheet. 

Yeah, I know. It looks like a bunch of school work. And you 
are right; it is “prepper” school work. If you didn’t learn valid and reliable ways to properly 
assess risks and threats how else would you do it? Seriously! 

Now, one more piece of the puzzle before I close section, the mitigation that should take place 
for each category of risk and threat that appear in the pretty colored Threat Matrix. 

Concern Level and Mitigation Efforts to be taken – 

Little: Maintain awareness of these events, their timing and potential 
to move-up the scale should be reviewed and discussed regularly. A 
plan should be developed and discussed identifying the events and 
the potential trigger points that could move them to a more severe or 
higher probability rating and the resulting impact. These potential 
events should be formally reviewed at least every 3 – 4 months for 
movement; weekly in times of emergencies, disasters or “grid-down” 
events. 

Moderate: A written plan for corrective action must be completed 
within 60 days, mitigation begun within 6 months and completed 
within 12 months. The action plan must include steps to avoid the 
potential for serious injury, disability and the potential for death from 
the more significant events. A written plan should be developed 
identifying the potential trigger points that could move them to a 
more severe or higher probability rating and the resulting impact. These potential events 
should be reviewed at least monthly for movement; weekly in times of emergencies, disasters 
or “grid-down” events. 

Serious: Corrective action must be taken quickly and decisively within 
30 days to prevent significant sickness, injury or to cope with 
significant infrastructure break-down. Monthly status monitoring of 
these potential events must take place. A written plan on the criteria 
and trigger points must be developed for steps to take should the 
situation worsen. Additional correction actions to be taken must be 
implementable within 24-hours should a situation worsen. These 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/schoolwork.jpg
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potential events should be reviewed at least monthly for movement; daily in times of 
emergencies, disasters or “grid-down” events. 

Critical: Immediate corrective action required within 10 days to prevent 
immediate or imminent death or permanently disabling injury. Daily 
status monitoring of these potential events by leadership must take 
place. A written plan on the criteria and trigger points must be 
developed for steps to take should the situation worsen. Steps to take 
must be written and made known to all family/team/group/community 
members. Actions to be taken must be implementable within an hour should a situation 
worsen. These potential events should be reviewed at least weekly for movement; at least daily 
in times of emergencies, disasters or “grid-down” events. 

I hope this has helped you understand how risk & threat assessment can help you think clearly, 
rationally and logically when it comes to prepping. With this system you can correctly figure out 
what your biggest threat/risk is, how likely it is to occur, how severe of an impact it will have on 
your family and what to do about it. 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/concernverycritical.jpg
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Part #3 

Now it gets fun! I will rate the top nine risk and 
threats that I feel my family and I face in our 
current national environment. After I do the 
rating and explain it I will talk about how to 
mitigate risks and threats in the final article in 
this series. Because, 
after all, mitigating 
the  risks and threats 

so you and your family can survive emergencies, disasters, and “grid-
down” events is the whole goal to all of this “preparedness” stuff! 

Previously I went over how to rate the different risk and threats you and your family might face. 
I provided definitions, worksheets and explanations on how it works. I also touched on the 
different levels of concern and how they should be handled. Now let’s wrap all of it together 
and see how it can work to give you and your family a fighting chance to survive! 

In no particular order I listed the following as risks and threats that my family and I face at this 
point in our life that I feel need to be presented to you: 

~ Retirement 
~ Flu 
~ Police State 
~ EMP or Nuclear Strike 
~ Epidemic/Pandemic 
~ Invasion of USA 
~ Heart Attack 
~ Financial Collapse 
~ Stock Market Crash 

I wrote out some of my thoughts to narrate some of my thinking of these events – 

Retirement: Almost certain to occur. If not properly prepared for; hunger, homelessness and 
utility disruptions are possible. Potential loss of, or greatly reduced, transportation capability. 

Flu: Occurs nation-wide annually to large percentage of population, age 55+ normally being the 
most susceptible. Potential for; 1) bed-ridden sickness for 1-week to, 2) possible death. 

Police State: Already in-place to some degree, mandatory DUI checkpoints, citizenship 
checkpoints, DNA collection points, increasing police violence, police militarization, multiple 
occurrences of localized undeclared martial law, increasing deaths and injuries by police of 
innocent people. 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/griddownchaos5.jpg
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Epidemic/Pandemic (i.e. Ebola, Bird Flu, etc.): These kinds of diseases are already in the USA, 
not widespread, not easily transmitted (normally), no known cure or vaccine, confusion at the 
local, state, and federal level on treatment. 

EMP or Nuclear Strike: A nuclear strike has only occurred twice on a population center and only 
then during a world war and only by America. Probability is almost nonexistent but it is 
minimally possible with countries like North Korea and Iran possessing a weapon. An EMP strike 
has never occurred anywhere in the world ever; at least one that was ever recorded. So the 
likelihood of an EMP strike is also almost nonexistent. But either event would be severe in 
outcome. A nuclear strike would be most devastating to the immediate and outside of the 
immediate strike zone as well as downwind and downriver/stream but much of the country 
would continue to function within reason. And EMP strike, depending on the strike location, 
could be potentially devastating to the entire USA. Either event would wreak havoc on the 
financial system here or abroad should a strike occur within the USA. 

Invasion by foreign country or UN: I consider this an impossibility at this time in history. No 
country on earth has the ability to carry out such an attack and subsequent invasion of the USA, 
let alone occupation. The logistics issues by themselves would be virtually impossible to 
overcome. And then there is the clear and unmistakable knowledge that the US has hundreds 
of millions of weapons in the hands of civilians with more than enough ammunition to be a 
deterrent in and of itself. I do rate the severity aspect high since it would plunge the country 
into a war on American soil. 

Unemployment: Statistics show that the average American will change jobs 11 times in their 
working lifetime. There are no stats indicating how often or for how long a person will be 
unemployed. So I am going off of people that I know and making a totally unscientific guess at 
it. Probability of unemployment 100% at some point in a person’s lifetime. Length of time that a 
person will be unemployed I will go with the BLS statistics of 8 months. Severity of 
unemployment can be devastating even with an unemployment check. Loss of home, shortage 
of food, battling with utility companies and losing credit worthiness to name just a few. 

Heart Attack: For a person of aged 40 the chances you will have a heart attack sometime 
before you reach that age is less than 5%, over that age it increases exponentially. There are 
risk factors that increase your risk, and life style efforts that reduce that risk. But we are going 
for “average” for this purpose. And the severity rating comes out fairly high since heart attacks 
are 50% (+/-) fatal. They are more fatal the older you are when the heart attack strikes. 

Financial/Economic System Collapse: This is a tricky one to say the least. The Federal Reserve is 
a train wreck taking place in slow motion. Since they began active involvement recessions have 
both lengthened and deepened. They have also devalued the dollar in terms of inflation by over 
2200%, in relation to gold the dollar has devalued by 988%. So the US dollar and economy has 
been in a slow crash for over 100 years. An “event” that crashes overnight could occur rather 
easily. That could occur financially via our global enemies such as China and Russia, or internally 
via a “bank holiday” or removing gold from public possession. Both of which have occurred 
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before under Progressive Presidents. So a “crash” is a foregone conclusion, it is only a matter 
of time-frame. I believe that the slow-motion option is a 75% probability, while the “event” is a 
25% probability. 

Stock Market Crash or Substantial Correction: These events occur on a regular basis, it is just a 
matter of severity. Here is a list of years that the more notable events and when they occurred; 
1857, 1869, 1883, 1886, 1901, 1907, 1929, 1937, 1962, 1987, 1989, 1990, 2000, 2001, 2008-
2009, 2010. Here is a summary of severity and the occurrence average – 

 

Note of interest:  The country has suffered a minor market correction approximately every 11 
years from 1791 – 1907 (119 years). Between 1908 – 2010 (102 years) the country suffered 
a significant or major market correction every 8 years, including the two worst market crashes 
in history, the only depression, and the top four recessions. FYI…the Federal Reserve began 
controlling the economy and the currency in 1913. 

In the 2009 crash the stock market lost over 50% of its value. In the 1929 crash it lost 75% of its 
value. So based on the statistics I feel we are due within 3 – 5 years for a greater than 50% 
correction in the markets and the economy in general, or a complete collapse of the stock 
market and economy. 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/stockmarketcorrections.png
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So here are my ratings on the nine events noted above: 

 

Based on the ratings I assigned to each potential event here are the events in order of concern 
with the highest concern first: 

 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-rating.png
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When I chart it out it looks like this – 

 

So now what do you do with the information? Well, I provided a worthwhile guide for you to 
list your own concept of potential events and how to rate each one of 
them. Once you have done that then you have a good idea of a priority 
list of events that you need to prepare for. With that you can work on 
what you need to do to prepare for each event. 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/emergencypreparednesschecklist-001.jpg
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Part  #4 

In this article I’ve written about threats and 
risks to the “prepper” and I have covered a lot 
of ground. My goal was to provide all preppers 
a valid and reliable system of threat/risk 
assessment by which those risks/threats could 
be ranked. Once ranked, you can design a plan 
to mitigate the associated risks and threats for 
any given event. 

Back in at the beginning I identified the two parts that threats/risks pose to the prepper, they 
are; 1) probability, 2) severity. And you state that as, “How likely will the event occur from now 
and how severe will the outcome be?” 

We do have impact through manipulation of probability and severity and thus can reduce the 
events impact on us, our family, our group and our community. And to more fully understand 
how that happens I went through the vehicle accident mitigation efforts and how companies 
and government reduced both the probability and severity of vehicle accidents. You can do the 
same when it comes to planning for the events that will plunge you into an emergency, 
disaster, or even a grid-down event. 

I’ve also touched on the Concern Level and the time-frame in which a plan needed to be 
created. The Concern Levels are Little, Moderate, Serious, and Critical. Obviously all levels of 
concern are to be mitigated but the Critical concern level needs to be addressed and a plan 
devised to mitigate the problems…and to do so very quickly. 

In my last article I wrote about what I feel are the most pressing issues that my family and I are 
facing at this particular time. Based on the ratings I assigned to each potential event here are 
the events in order of concern with the highest concern first: 

 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/griddownchaos2.jpg
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When I charted it out in “Part #3” it looked like this – 

 

  

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/threatmatrix-personal2.png
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So now is the time to figure out how to mitigate each event. For learning purposes I will go in 
reverse Concern Level order. 

Heart Attack – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: I eat reasonably healthy, 
exercise regularly, have a complete physical every three years. I have also 
educated myself on what the warning signs look like. I also don’t go too far 
beyond what I feel are my physical limitations. I am married and go to 
church which also statistically reduces my chances of a heart attack. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: Those around me daily are trained in 
CPR. In our little group of friends that hangout together we have a couple of well-trained 
medical folks. I came across a bottle of “nitro” that is part of my medkit as well as aspirin. 

EMP or Nuclear Strike – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: There is nothing I can do to affect this item 
except at the ballot box. I vote libertarian which tends to lend itself to 
voting for the person least likely to use a nuclear weapon on someone 
else, and thus, the other country to use a nuclear weapon on us. 
Considering the only use of a nuclear weapon was at the hands of a 
very liberal/socialist/progressive/democrat President and same for 
the near use of one, I feel I am doing the right thing.  

Reduce the severity should it occur: I live in an area that is not attractive to a direct strike. I have 
tools and gear that can be used without power. I have some gear that I have taken modest 
steps towards protecting against an EMP strike. 

Invasion of USA – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: There is nothing I can do to affect this item 
except at the ballot box. I vote for the person least likely to get us into 
a situation where we have foreign troops landing on American soil. 
Note: I think it is a virtual impossibility that any country, or 
combination of countries, can or will invade the USA. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: I looked at the disruptions that 
were likely to occur in this event. They were: food distribution disruption, communications 
break down, power disruptions, martial law, violence and potential for occupation. To mitigate 
these I have taken the following steps: 1) I have food storage and the ability to grow more. 2) I 
have various capabilities to obtain information via emergency radio. I have Ham radio capability 
as well as alternative means of communicating. 3) I have the ability to provide minimal power 

https://ahtrimble.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/heartattack.jpg
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via generator and solar. 4) I have the ability to “bug-in” for a sustained period of time. I have 
obtained skills to assist me in resisting martial law. 5) I have means by which my family can 
defend itself against violence. 6) We have multiple levels of planning to “bug-out” to alternative 
locations that are less likely to be occupied. 

Epidemic / Pandemic – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: I have no opportunity to affect either of 
these events on any reasonable scale. On a family scale we can self-
quarantine for a substantial amount of time…thus removing our 
exposure to others. We have personal protective equipment that can 
add a layer of protection should we be forced to be around potential 

carriers. We have multiple levels of planning to “bug-out” to alternative locations that are less 
likely to be occupied. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: We have a basic supply of over-the-counter medications. 
We also have a supply of basic antibiotics. We have a significant supply of vitamins and 
supplements to sustain and improve our immune system. 

Stock Market Crash – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: I have no control and no input that can 
prevent the stock market from crashing. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: While we do have some 
percentage of our retirement accounts in mutual funds, those funds 
are managed with a certain degree of safety above that which affects 

the stock market in general. We have the ability to move our stock based mutual funds into 
“cash” funds with a single phone call and trigger points set to do such. We don’t have all of our 
retirement funds in stock market related investments. We have some in “cash equivalents” that 
can be redeemed for cash almost instantly. We have other funds that are in precious metals, 
other commodities, and real-estate. 

Retirement – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: We don’t want to 
reduce the probability of this event, we welcome it. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: We have retirement accounts and 
other investments that will carry us through retirement vs. 
dependence on Social Security. We have food storage. By the time we 
are both retired we should have our retirement property debt-free. 
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We are working towards being able to provide approximately 50% of our food ourselves. Our 
retirement home will be off-grid and thus reduce the costs of utilities, etc. 

Financial Collapse – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: I have no control and no input that can 
prevent the financial system from crashing. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: We have a cash emergency fund. We 
have a precious metals emergency fund. We have other commodities that 
have real value. We are working fervently towards a debt-free retirement 
property. We have part of our retirement investments in a “cash equivalent” 
that can be redeemed within hours should the need arise. 

Flu – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: I have no opportunity to affect this event on 
a large scale. On a family scale we can self-quarantine for a substantial 
amount of time removing our exposure to others. We have personal 
protective equipment that can add a layer of protection should we be 
forced to be around potential carriers. We have multiple levels of 
planning to “bug-out” to alternative locations that are less likely to be 

occupied. 

Reduce the severity should it occur: We have a basic supply of over-the-counter medications. 
We also have a supply of basic antibiotics. We have a significant supply of vitamins and 
supplements to boast and maintain our immune system. 

Police State – 

Reduce the probability of occurrence & time frame: This event is inevitable; every civilization 
that has ever existed has ended up as a police state at some point in 
their history. We are already well into a police state at this point in our 
country’s history. It has become institutionally and culturally 
embedded. There is no reversing it. However, that being said, I can be 
aware of it currently, and each step in the future where it gets worse. I 

can seek out those political candidates that oppose it and vote for them. 
I can protest steps that entrench it even more (i.e. military vehicles, 
automatic weapons, grenade launchers, etc. being given to local police 
departments). Finally, I can speak of it whenever and wherever 
appropriate to those who will listen to reason and logic, helping to make 
others aware of it so they too can take steps to resist it.  
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Reduce the severity should it occur: This is a tough one. I can basically take all the “Severity” 
steps listed above and place them under this single event. I must have the following: 

1 – Ability to defend myself and my family against oppression and violence. 
2 – Ability to provide medical care to my family, group and community. 
3 – Ability to communicate with others outside of normal media and communication channels. 
4 – Ability to provide food without normal dependence on the regular food distribution chain. 
5 – Ability to provide, filter and purify water. 
6 – Ability to provide a minimal amount of power outside of the normal power grid. 
7 – Ability to identify and group together with others who also wish to resist police state 
occupation (i.e. martial law) and organize accordingly. 
8 – Ability to “bug-out” to alternative locations where the police state might not be as bad. 

To be able to accomplish that list of missions/tasks, I need to: 

1 – Have a sufficient supply of weapons and ammunition on-hand. 
2 – Have sufficient medical training and supplies. 
3 – Have multiple layers of non-standard communications capability. 
4 – Have food storage and ability to grow a sustained food supply. 
5 – Have water storage and the ability to obtain more. Plus have filtration and purification 
capability. 
6 – Have a generator, stabilized fuel, and the associated technology to use it. Have a solar 
generator and properly sized storage capacity. 
7 – Find people that feel like I do and coordinate a response plan. 
8 – Identify people outside of my area that are willing to enter into a reciprocal agreement to 
take in each other should the need arise. 

After reviewing all of the above…What was interesting that I am sure you may have just 
recognized is this… 

“Prepare for the worst and hope for the best!” 

By preparing for the worst possible scenario in each case you actually have prepared for all the 
other potential events. The only difference is what event to prepare for first. 

I would suggest going through your list 
of Potential Events and rate each one. Then 
chart them out so you can see which your 
greatest threat with the most risk is. Once that 
is identified start looking for what the 
individual components of the event are. Now, 
take that list and start identifying what you can 
do to limit the probability of the event from 
occurring, and should the even occur what can you do to reduce the severity of the impact it 
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will have on you, your family, your group, and your community. The resulting list will give you 
clear direction on where you should focus your time, energy and money. 

I would suggest that you not look beyond the “community” level at this point. Actually, I would 
start with the steps to reduce the impact to just your family. Once that is firmly accomplished 
then move on to your “group” and then finally “community” can be your goal. 

I hope this has helped you with a valid and reliable way to identify threats/risks and how to 
minimize their impact through preparedness activities. As I close this article I would propose to 
you that this system will also work in any environment where risk/threats must be assessed and 
mitigated. That would especially be true to mission planning. In the planning process identify 
the risks associated with the mission. Then work down the list of each risk on how to reduce the 
probability that the risk would occur, and then if it occurred how could the severity of impact 
be reduced. 

This is a valuable tool in the prepper’s toolbox, good luck! 

 

 

 


